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IDEA Consult (www.ideaconsult.be) is a private economic research 
and consultancy organisation, founded in 1998, located in Brussels, 
and part of the worldwide ECORYS group (ECORYS currently has 
offices in Amsterdam, Ankara, Birmingham, Brussels, Budapest, 
Cardiff, Kyiv, Leeds, London, Madrid, Manchester, Moscow, 

Newcastle-under-Lyme, Prague, Rotterdam, Sofia and Warsaw).  

IDEA Consult provides research-based consultancy where economic research is translated into strategic advice for 
companies and government institutions. All IDEA experts (currently 36) have a strong academic and research 
background in economics and are researchers with several years of experience in both applied economic research 
and consultancy. Several obtained a PhD degree from Belgian and/or international universities; all others obtained 
a master’s degree. We maintain close ties with universities and public research institutes through guest 
professorships and lectures.  

The services available from IDEA Consult range from policy relevant research and analysis, through specific advice 
and strategic planning, to monitoring, evaluation and impact assessment. IDEA Consult carries out research and 
provides policy relevant advice to international governments and institutions (like the European Commission, the 
OECD, and the World Bank), federal, regional and local governments, intermediary organisations, and companies. 
Our knowledge areas are: 

 Competitiveness and innovation 

 Labour market and social-economic policy 

 Regional and urban development 

 Real estate and territorial development 

IDEA Consult offers a wide array of services and expertise in the field of national and international research and 
innovation policy. These vary from (applied) research assignments to the involvement and support of strategic 
policy development processes in the areas or research and innovation. IDEA Consult has built up its knowledge and 
expertise around each of the stages of the ‘policy programming cycle’. We have developed a strong (working) 
knowledge of the European Framework Programmes for research and development, the European Research Area, 
Key Enabling Technologies, value chain analysis and smart specialisation. Our approach is often inter-disciplinary 
thereby combining different areas of expertise on labour policies, regional development and competitiveness 
policies.  

http://www.ideaconsult.be/
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1/ The ECSEL JU’s challenge 

Mission  

The ECSEL Joint Undertaking is an EU-driven public-private partnership, empowering innovation in electronic 
components and systems (encompassing the areas of micro- and nanoelectronics, embedded/cyber-physical and 
smart integrated systems and applications). It funds projects for R&D&I to support world-class expertise in these 
fields and with this, Europe’s competitive leadership in the era of the digital economy. 

The ECSEL JU was established by the Council Regulation (EU) No 561/2014 of 6 May 2014, as “a single Joint 
Undertaking covering electronic components and systems including the previous activities of the ENIAC and 
ARTEMIS Joint Undertakings and using a more fit-for-purpose structure and rules in order to enhance efficiency 
and to ensure simplification”. This step was taken to capture the synergies of increased interaction between the 
stakeholders of the European Technology Platforms ARTEMIS, ENIAC and the European Technology Platform on 
Smart Systems Integration (EPoSS) who had released the common High Level Strategic Research and Innovation 
Agenda of the ICT Components and Systems Industries in 2012. 

Objectives 

The Council Regulation stipulates that the ECSEL JU’s objectives are to: 

 Contribute to the development of a strong and globally competitive electronic components and systems 
industry in the European Union; 

 Ensure the availability of electronic components and systems for key markets and for addressing societal 
challenges, keeping Europe at the forefront of technology development, bridging the gap between research 
and exploitation, strengthening innovation capabilities and creating economic and employment growth in 
the Union; 

 Align strategies with Member States to attract private investment; 

 Maintain and grow semiconductor and smart system manufacturing capability in Europe; 

 Secure and strengthen a commanding position in design and systems engineering; 

 Provide access for all stakeholders to a world-class infrastructure for design and manufacturing; 

 Build a dynamic ecosystem involving Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs), strengthening existing 
clusters and creating new clusters. 

Context and challenges  

The ECSEL JU was established in a policy context that focused on growth and jobs. The electronic components and 
systems industry was considered a sector with significant potential for growth and economic footprint, necessary 
to address the societal challenges. In recent years, more emphasis is put on the enabling character of the 
technologies, with an impact on other sectors and application areas such as digitisation and societal challenges.  

At the same time, the sector has been facing growing global competition. To remain competitive at a global level, 
industry and policy makers identified a number of key challenges: 

 to preserve and strengthen the electronic components and systems value chains in Europe, including the 
involvement of SMEs in this value chain; 

 to build on the European strengths in terms of materials, equipment, semi-conductor technology, embedded 
systems, sensors, software, etc.; 

 to close the gap in the innovation chain by supporting pilot lines, large-scale demonstrators, etc.  

The Council Regulation establishing the ECSEL JU therefore states: “Structured and coordinated financial support 
at European level is necessary to help research teams and European industries remain at the leading edge in a 
highly competitive international context, to ensure the fast and broad industrial exploitation of technology leadership 
across Europe generating important spill-overs for society, to share risk-taking and the joining of forces by aligning 
strategies and investments towards a common European interest.” 
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Activities 

Through the ECSEL JU, the European industry, SMEs and Research and Technology Organisations (RTOs) are 
supported and co-financed by 30 ECSEL Participating States and the European Union. ECSEL projects are thus co-
funded in a unique model by 3 parties: industry, Member States and European Commission. The ECSEL JU launches 
annual Calls for Proposals for research, development and innovation projects.  

In the projects, a distinction is made between Research and Innovation Actions (RIAs) and Innovation Actions 
(IAs). Apart from these two main types of projects, it is also relevant to note that the ECSEL JU has taken over a 
number of legacy projects from the Joint Undertakings on which its foundations were built.  

Further, the ECSEL JU has recently initiated the Lighthouse Initiatives. These are not projects in themselves, but 
rather “containers” with key projects, both from inside and outside ECSEL JU. By bringing the projects together in 
one initiative, synergies are optimised in key subjects of common European interest. Coordinated cross-fertilisation 
actions, standards and regulations, deployment etc. can be proposed to be taken up by the communities that are 
related to specific Lighthouses, supported by Coordination and Support Actions (CSAs).  

The key characteristics of the projects and initiatives are summarised in the table below. 

Table 1:  Overview of projects and initiatives at the ECSEL JU 

  

 

Source: IDEA Consult based on desk research, bottom figure from COM(2013) 298 final 
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Strategic prestudy and feasibility study 

Today, the ECSEL JU faces the challenge to demonstrate the extent to which it reaches its objectives and creates 
a real impact in Europe. As a first step towards measuring its impact, it is important to set the scope and to assess 
the feasibility of such impact assessment. With this aim, IDEA Consult was assigned to carry out a strategic pre-
study and feasibility study.  

The aim of this study is to set the scope for the ECSEL JU impact assessment by: 

 Identifying the expected impacts of the ECSEL JU and proposing a selection of impacts to focus on in an 
impact assessment; 

 Assessing the feasibility of measuring these impacts; 

 Proposing a set of methodologies for the impact assessment, taking into account the proposed selection of 
impacts and the feasibility of measuring them. 

The conceptual framework that we use for the identification of impacts is called the logic model, a generally 
accepted tool to evaluate the effectiveness of a project or programme. It visualises the logical and/or causal 
relationships between the expected effects. The theory and concepts of the logic model are explained in detail in 
Annex 1. The intentions, mission and objectives set at the establishment of the ECSEL JU, as well as the different 

activities that implement this mission (as described above), are taken into account in the logic model. 

The strategic prestudy and feasibility study included the following steps: 

Desk research of relevant documents (regulations, the ECSEL JU website, previous studies and other available 
documents) 

Aim:  To identify ECSEL JU’s mission, objectives, strategy, projects, participants, etc. 

Result:  A structured overview of the objectives of the ECSEL JU (‘hierarchy of objectives’). It started from 
the list of strategic objectives, taken from the Council Regulation (cf. supra), and was completed 
with more operational objectives, project or cluster-level objectives and corresponding actions based 
on other documents analysed1. 

An internal brainstorm with the ECSEL JU 

Aim:  To discuss and validate the findings from the desk research, in particular the list of operational and 
project or cluster-level objectives of the ECSEL JU. Corresponding to this list of objectives, expected 
outputs, effects and impacts were identified, as well as other – unintentional - effects. 

Result:  A validated list of operational objectives, project or cluster-level objectives and actions + a validated 

list of the intended and unintended results that might be attributed to ECSEL JU (‘chain of impacts’).  

12 telephone interviews with participating companies, Member State representatives and ECSEL JU 
programme officers. 

Aim:  To explore the following points:  

 whether participants confirm the expected effects identified in the logic model and which 
ones they have experienced as the strongest effects; 

 whether “unintended” effects are to be added to it; 

 what the main added value is of the programme; 

 to what extent it is feasible to attribute effects to the programme; 

 to what extent it is feasible to quantify (a number of) these effects. 

Result:  Completed list of impacts + information on data availability and attribution as input for the 
development of the methodology mix. 

                                                      

1  Cf. Annex 1 for definitions of these concepts. 
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Finally the results of this study were presented at the Governing Board of the ECSEL JU and written down in this 

final report. Recommendations for a feasible and relevant impact assessment of the ECSEL JU are formulated as a 
conclusion of the strategic prestudy and feasibility study. 

Guide to the reader 

Underlying report presents the key findings of the strategic prestudy and feasibility study and formulates 
recommendations for a feasible and relevant impact assessment methodology. To answer the ECSEL JU’s question 
of what to include in an impact assessment and how to measure the impact, the strategic prestudy started with 
the development of a logic model for the ECSEL JU, outlining its hierarchy of objectives and chain of impacts. 

 The context, challenges and nature of the activities, as summarised in this section 1/, are taken into account 
in the development of the logic model. 

 The hierarchy of objectives is described in section 2/ of the report. 

 The chain of impacts is described in section 3/.  

 The brainstorm session and 12 telephone interviews have shed light on the magnitude, relevance 
and importance of the expected impacts of the ECSEL JU. Based on this information, a (proposal 
for a) short list of impacts was derived as a recommendation for focus in the impact assessment 
of the ECSEL JU. This list is discussed in section 3.1 of the report. 

 Also during the brainstorm and interviews, the classifications that are relevant in this context were 
identified to be the timing of the impacts, the stakeholders affected, the nature of the impacts and 
their relation to the ECSEL JU projects. This is why we have dedicated sections 3.2 to 3.5 to the 
discussion of these different dimensions and of how they affect the scope and methodologies for 
the ECSEL JU impact assessment.  

 Data availability (for quantification of impacts) and feasibility are discussed in section 4/  

 The methodology mix is presented in section 5/. The recommended methodologies are selected with the 
aim of demonstrating the ECSEL JU’s main impacts (as recommended in section 3.1) and in view of 
addressing the challenges and limitations identified in the feasibility study. 

 Finally, section 6 summarises how the combination of methodologies presented in section 5 is designed to 
capture the key strengths of the ECSEL JU in a way that the results of the impact assessment will 
demonstrate and emphasise the unique value added of the ECSEL JU.   
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2/ Objectives of the ECSEL JU 

As mentioned in the previous section, the objectives of the ECSEL JU are set by the Council Regulation (EU) No 
561/2014 of 6 May 2014: 

 To contribute to the development of a strong and globally competitive electronic components and systems 
industry in the European Union; 

 To ensure the availability of electronic components and systems for key markets and for addressing societal 
challenges, keeping Europe at the forefront of technology development, bridging the gap between research 
and exploitation, strengthening innovation capabilities and creating economic and employment growth in 
the Union; 

 To align strategies with Member States to attract private investment; 

 To maintain and grow semiconductor and smart system manufacturing capability in Europe; 

 To secure and strengthen a commanding position in design and systems engineering; 

 To provide access for all stakeholders to a world-class infrastructure for design and manufacturing; 

 To build a dynamic ecosystem involving Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs), strengthening existing 
clusters and creating new clusters. 

These objectives are the starting point for the hierarchy of objectives for the ECSEL JU, indicated in italic in the 
table below. Most of them are strategic in nature, generic and long-term2. A number of them are rather operational 
objectives, defined in more concrete terms and instrumental to realise one (or more) strategic objective(s).  

Based on desk research and the internal brainstorm with the ECSEL JU, the objectives are further complemented. 
The table below gives an overview of the resulting hierarchy of objectives. The objectives identified to correspond 
with expectations of strong or important impacts are indicated in bold in the overview below.  

Table 2: Overview of the hierarchy of objectives for the ECSEL JU: strategic, operational and project or 
cluster-level objectives  

 
Hierarchy of objectives 

Strategic 

objectives 

• To build world-class expertise in electronic components and systems  

• To ensure the availability of electronic components and systems for key 
markets and for addressing societal challenges (keeping Europe at the forefront of 
technology development, bridging the gap between research and exploitation, 
strengthening innovation capabilities and creating economic and employment growth in 
the Union) 

• To strengthen innovation capabilities 

• To bridge the gap between research and exploitation 

• To build a smart, sustainable and inclusive European 2020 society and enabling solutions 
for societal needs 

• To align strategies with Member States 

• To contribute to the closing of the research and innovation divide within the Union 

• To create economic and employment growth in the Union 

• To contribute to the development of a strong and globally competitive 
electronic components and systems industry in the European Union  

                                                      

2  Cf. Annex 1 for definitions of these concepts. 
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Hierarchy of objectives 

• To maintain and grow semiconductor and smart system manufacturing 
capability in Europe, as well as system integration 

• To secure and strengthen a commanding position in design and systems 
engineering  

• To keep Europe at the forefront of technology development 

Operational 
objectives 

• To align strategies with Member States to attract private investment  

and other additional investments (within the sector, with Member States, regions, EU, 
etc.) 

• To build a dynamic ecosystem involving Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs), 
strengthening existing clusters and creating new clusters 

• To create synergies and to improve exploitation of research and innovation results  

• To seek close interactions with the ESIF and other instruments (EUREKA, H2020, EIB) 

• To bridge the gap between research and exploitation at the level of the 
participants  

• To provide access for all stakeholders to a world-class infrastructure for design and 
manufacturing 

Project or 
cluster-

level 
objectives 
(at the level 
of projects, 

clusters, 
activities) 

• IA: to produce plans and arrangements or designs for new, altered or improved products, 
processes, methods and tools or services (use innovative technology) 

• RIA: to establish new knowledge and/or to explore the feasibility of a new or improved 
technology, product, process, service, method, tool or solution (develop innovative 
technology or apply it in an innovative way) 

• LI: to improve and accelerate the impact of the ECSEL JU by engaging all needed actors 
in the supply/value chain to achieve these goals and by connecting (without duplicating) 
investment in R&I in the ECSEL JU to investments done for example in application areas 
in the Societal Challenges in HORIZON 2020 as well as to other policy measures such as 
standardisation or deployment, and when needed regulatory measures. 

• To provide support in terms of communication, dissemination, matchmaking to raise 
awareness   

*All objectives identified directly from desk research of the ECSEL JU documents 
*Italic = objectives listed in the Council Regulation (EU) No 561/2014 of 6 May 2014 
*Bold = objectives identified as key objectives in terms of envisaged impacts during the brainstorm with the ECSEL JU 
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3/ Expected impacts of the ECSEL JU 

3.1 Chain of impacts 

Based on the validated hierarchy of objectives, a corresponding ‘chain of impacts’ was identified3. During the internal 
brainstorm with the ECSEL JU, the outputs, effects and impacts were completed and validated. Their relevance and 
importance in view of the objectives of the ECSEL JU was discussed. The interviews provided additional insights 
regarding which ones are more likely to take place, or are expected to be larger. As explained in Annex 1, the 
relevance, likelihood and magnitude of the expected impacts inform the choice of which impacts to focus on in an 
in-depth impact assessment. These ‘key’ outputs, effects and impacts are indicated in bold in the tables below. 

                                                      

3  Cf. Annex 1 for definitions of these concepts. 
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Table 3:  Overview of the hierarchy of objectives and chain of impact of the ECSEL JU: strategic objectives and impacts  

Hierarchy of objectives: Strategic objectives Chain of impacts: Impacts 

• To building world-class expertise in electronic components and systems  • Leading position in terms of research and expertise  

• Cooperation model and faster innovation resulting in a broad uptake of the 
technologies developed in Europe and thus further sustaining its leading position 
(“momentum”) 

• To ensure the availability of electronic components and systems for key 
markets and for addressing societal challenges (keeping Europe at the forefront 
of technology development, bridging the gap between research and exploitation, 
strengthening innovation capabilities and creating economic and employment growth 
in the Union) 

• To strengthen innovation capabilities 

• To bridge the gap between research and exploitation 

• To build a smart, sustainable and inclusive European 2020 society and enabling 
solutions for societal needs 

• Availability of enabling technologies  

• With a substantial impact on different sectors and in different application 
areas such as environment, health, etc.  

• Development of a broader and more innovative scope of application areas 
(through open platform technologies and standards) 

• Addressing / Solutions for societal challenges  

• Addressing market failures that prevent the development of innovative technologies  

• Increased absorptive capacity / innovation capabilities in European industry (including 
SMEs) 

• Strengthening of SMEs (faster growth, leverage, more ideas, increased managing 
power) – taking into account typology of SMEs 

• To align strategies with Member States 

• To contribute to the closing of the research and innovation divide within the Union 

• Coverage of EU28 Member States 

• Aligned strategy of local industry and Members States with the ECSEL JU 
and EU-level vision and common vision for the sector  

• Stronger cooperation among firms and along a common vision, thanks to 
this aligned strategy 

• (matchmaking, communication) Stronger cooperation with the ECSEL JU Participating 
States, their regions and the EU and stronger awareness of the importance of a 
common vision 

• (communication) Wide support of European society (by increasing the public and 
political awareness of European activities in this field) 

• To create economic and employment growth in the Union • Economic growth (jobs, turnover):  

• For the applicants and in the value chain 

• Indirect through a catalytic effect where e.g. strong expertise centres will attract 
other activities 

• New business creation  
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Hierarchy of objectives: Strategic objectives Chain of impacts: Impacts 

• To contribute to the development of a strong and globally competitive 
electronic components and systems industry in the European Union  

• To maintain and grow semiconductor and smart system manufacturing 
capability in Europe, as well as system integration 

• To secure and strengthen a commanding position in design and systems 
engineering  

• To keep Europe at the forefront of technology development 

• Maintained/strengthened share of Europe in the different parts of the value 
chain – maintain the critical know-how in Europe: 

• Reinforcement of the current strengths (economic impact creation) 

• Growth based on new opportunities (e.g. based on cross-domain 
cooperation, new markets) 

• Recovered position in production 

• Improved level of competitiveness of the European industry 

• LI: Strengthened export position of Europe in the Lighthouse domains 
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Table 4:  Overview of the hierarchy of objectives and chain of impact of the ECSEL JU: operational objectives and effects  

Hierarchy of objectives: Operational objectives Chain of impacts: Effects 

• To align strategies with Member States to attract private investment 

and other additional investments (within the sector, with Member States, regions, EU, 
etc.) 

• Increased co-financing of research by two or more Member States 

• Increased private investment in research 

• To build a dynamic ecosystem involving Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 
(SMEs), strengthening existing clusters and creating new clusters 

• Growth of existing or creation of new partnerships on technologies => 
reinforcement of industrial competitiveness 

• Increased involvement of SMEs 

• Increased cooperation across the whole value chain, accelerating innovation 
and improving solutions 

• Increased cooperation including with industry 

• Increased cross-domain collaboration 

• Increased international cooperation 

• Involvement and commitment from key stakeholders 

• To create synergies and to improve exploitation of research and innovation results  

• To seek close interactions with the ESIF and other instruments (EUREKA, H2020, EIB) 

• Contribution to standards, establishment of open standards (interoperability and 
synergies); 

• (dissemination and communication) Stronger synergies through knowledge sharing 
and dissemination of results  

• Increased pooling of resources 

• LI: Increased transnational collaboration between the relevant European initiatives in 
the field 

• To bridge the gap between research and exploitation at the level of the 
participants 

• More collaboration with partners / suppliers / buyers / end users; finding 
partners to work with along the VC 

• Reduced time-to-market 

• R&D&I with higher level of risk / more disruptive 

• Development up to a higher TRL level 

• Reduced development costs 

• Higher re-usability 

• Higher reliability 

• R&D&I at larger scale 

• Breakthrough technologies  

• New generation of products 

• New products / processes / services 
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Hierarchy of objectives: Operational objectives Chain of impacts: Effects 

• New ways of working 

• New markets 

• Elaboration of existing markets 

• Adapted R&D&I roadmap  

• Acquiring new skills 

• Stronger management of IPR 

• Building new knowledge 

• Elaboration of the network  

• Increased credibility / stronger reputation 

• Growth in jobs 

• Growth in investments 

• Growth in turnover 

• To provide access for all stakeholders to a world-class infrastructure for design and 
manufacturing 

• Increased sharing of infrastructure 

• Knowledge sharing / dissemination of project results 

• LI: Spreading of excellence 
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Table 5:  Overview of the hierarchy of objectives and chain of impact of the ECSEL JU: project or cluster-level objectives, outputs and activities  

Hierarchy of objectives: Project or cluster-level objectives Chain of impacts: Outputs 

• IA: to produce plans and arrangements or designs for new, altered or improved 
products, processes, methods and tools or services (use innovative technology) 

• RIA: to establish new knowledge and/or to explore the feasibility of a new or improved 
technology, product, process, service, method, tool or solution (develop innovative 
technology or apply it in an innovative way) 

• LI: to improve and accelerate the impact of the ECSEL JU by engaging all needed 
actors in the supply/value chain to achieve these goals and by connecting (without 
duplicating) investment in R&I in the ECSEL JU to investments done for example in 
application areas in the Societal Challenges in HORIZON 2020 as well as to other policy 
measures such as standardisation or deployment, and when needed regulatory 
measures. 

• To provide support in terms of communication, dissemination, matchmaking to raise 
awareness   

 

• Emphasis on connecting partners in a collaborative setting to speed up 
innovation and development (multi-partner projects: strong engagement of 
a large number of stakeholders at an early point in the development) 

• IA: pilot lines, test beds, demonstrators, innovation pilots and zones of full-
scale testing; they may include prototyping, testing, demonstrating, piloting, large-
scale product validation and market replication  

• RIA: applied research, technology development and/or method/tool and 
integration, testing and validation on a small-scale prototype in a laboratory 
or simulated environment 

• LI: Coordination of the relevant stakeholders, project consortia, as well as policy 
makers, in full collaboration with the LIASE 

• All types of projects additionally address:  

• Establishment of a communication platform for all stakeholders;  

• Facilitation of the connections between the stakeholders;  

• Facilitation of dialogue between all stakeholders;  

• Organization of outreach events;  

• Help the networking of respective national and international activities in the field; 

• Promotion of the objectives. 

• (communication) Stronger branding of the ECSEL JU expanding outreach 

• (communication) High attention to the positive impact of the ECSEL JU at all levels 

• (communication) Increased public and political awareness of European activities in 
this field and wide support of European society 

Chain of impacts: Activities 

• Annual Calls for Proposals for research, development and innovation projects: IA and 
RIA; Lighthouse initiatives 

• Monitoring  

• Support to selected Lighthouse Initiatives  

• Communication and dissemination 

• Matchmaking; activities to ensure cooperation and coordination with European (in 
particular Horizon 2020), national and transnational activities, bodies and stakeholders 

• General management 
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3.2 Target groups  

An important question in an impact assessment is on who is affected by the project or programme. Which target 
groups or stakeholders experience the benefits or impacts of the programme? In the analysis for ECSEL JU, the 
following points are identified: 

 Target groups: The chain of impacts identified in section 3.1 include results at the level of the participants, of 
the ecosystem, of the European economy or broader society. Each of these target groups will thus be considered 
in the impact assessment. 

 At the level of the participants, impacts may be different for different types of participants. A distinction is made 
between:  

 OEM, TIER1, TIER2; 

 large companies, SMEs; 

 Research and Technology Organisations (RTOs). 

Which outputs, effects and impacts play a role for which target group, is a question that was answered during desk 
research and the internal brainstorm with ECSEL JU. Generally speaking, project or cluster-level objectives and 
outputs directly affect the participants in very concrete way, operational objectives and effects affect participants 
in a more general way, as well as other stakeholders in the ecosystem, and strategic objectives and impacts affect 
the broader economy and society. The results at participant level were further validated and prioritised during the 
interviews with participants. The outcomes of this analysis are taken into account in the proposed set of 
methodologies in section 5/.  

3.3 Nature of the impacts and relation to the ECSEL JU 

Similarly, impacts are different in nature. Impact can take different forms: economic, technological, societal and 
catalytic impact4 will all be important from the perspective of the ECSEL JU. Further, the enabling character of the 
technologies is a key point for the impact assessment. It will be important to expand towards impact on other 
sectors (enabling technologies) and towards application areas such as environmental impact (e.g. CO2 reduction, 
reduction of power consumption), health (e.g. aging, cancer treatments), etc. The relation of impacts to ECSEL JU 
will thus often be indirect. 

3.4 Timing of impacts 

Finally, next to the target groups and nature of impacts, also timing is an important aspect in the impact assessment 
of collaborative research projects. Outputs are often immediately visible from the project, but most effects and in 
particular impacts take more time (after the project) to realise5. During the development of the logic model, the 
following points of attention were raised: 

 Evolutions since 2014: 

 Policy relevance: Originally the focus of the EU priorities was on economic growth and jobs. After recovery 
of the EU industry, there was a gradual shift towards digitisation, enabling technologies and societal 
challenges. The importance of the digital economy, of societal benefits through digitisation and the 
transformation to Industry 4.0 has thus become more important in recent years. Nevertheless, the first (a 
strong sector) is a prerequisite for (the sustainability of) the latter (spill-overs to other sectors). 

                                                      

4  Catalytic impact refers to an accelerating effect of interactions outside the ECSEL JU, which is initiated by activities of the 
ECSEL JU. 

5  Cf. Annex 1 for definitions of these concepts. 
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 Lighthouse Initiatives: These are only recently established with the aim of clustering projects and 

participants and accelerating the impacts of individual projects (inside and outside the ECSEL JU) by cross-
communication and cross-fertilisation. Given their recent start, an ex-post impact assessment is not possible, 
nor relevant, at this point in time. However, it will be important to take into account the specific 
characteristics and objectives of the Lighthouse Initiatives in the development of an impact assessment 
methodology for the ECSEL JU. 

 Approach: We start from the original context and objectives in order to measure impacts as they were 
originally intended. At the same time, we take into account the evolutions in the impact assessment 
framework so that 1) the framework is ready for application also in the future and 2) the impact assessment 
can already look into the extent to which the ECSEL JU has contributed to these evolutions so far 
(‘unintended effects’). 

 Timing of impacts: 

 Because impact takes time to realise, it is advised to include two generations of projects.  

 For this reason, it was discussed to take 2013 as a starting point, because of its importance for later actions 
of the ECSEL JU. However in the time frame 2013-2018, 2014 is to be considered with care as the first call 
was not representative yet for the ECSEL JU portfolio of actions and projects. 

 This means that also legacy projects from ARTEMIS and ENIAC will be taken into account within this time 
frame. The analysis should however focus on the extent to which they have contributed to the objectives of 
the ECSEL JU. In other words, the intention is not to ‘evaluate the legacy projects against the original 
ARTEMIS and ENIAC objectives, but rather to see how and to which extent they contribute to the current 
impact of the ECSEL JU. 

 Important to take into account are the ECSEL JU projects that follow up on legacy projects and form a ‘line’ 
in which research topics are continued (3 main lines: lithography, SOI and power). For these ‘follow-up’ 
projects, there is the expectation of accelerated impact through more and continuous interaction, more 
exchange and more ideas resulting from that. 

3.5 Measuring the impacts  

The combination of the target group and the nature of the impacts are essential for the selection of the appropriate 
methodologies, namely to 1) grasp the result at the relevant level and 2) to do so with the right methodology to 
capture the nature of the result. The points raised in the section on timing set the scope for the impact assessment 

in terms of period to consider, projects to include, and expectations regarding the time it takes to realise the short, 
medium and long term results (outputs, effects and impacts).  

Finally, also the characteristics of the projects in the programme co-determine the extent to which impacts are 
realised. We have identified the following points of attention:  

 Differentiate between size of projects: there are a number of large projects with many partners involved. It 
is expected that these have a different dynamic compared to smaller projects. The management of multi-
partner projects is complex, but when successful many partners are engaged to the cause at once. 

 Differentiate between IA and RIA. The first are often larger and closer to the market. 

 Lighthouse initiatives are implemented only very recently and can thus not yet be assessed on their impact. 
The methodology should however anticipate on these initiatives to become more important and create a 
different kind of impact in the future. 

 

Based on the list of results and the information on the target groups, nature of impacts, timing and other 
characteristics to take into account to measure the impacts, a set of methodologies is elaborated section 5. 
However, first, we present the results of the feasibility study in section 4/ as boundaries to the set of methodologies 
in terms of what is feasible to measure. 
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4/ Feasibility study 

A feasibility study has the aim to assess the feasibility of measuring and attributing the outputs, effects and impacts 
identified as relevant/priority in the logic model. It seeks to answer the following questions: 

 Can effects be measured? 

 Data availability; 

 Data collection; 

 Can effects be attributed? 

 For each relevant target group (e.g. participants, producers, users, economy, society, etc.); 

 Given the external factors influencing these effects (e.g. participation in different types of projects/funding, 
degree of innovation capabilities of the participant or economy/society, economic context, national and 
European framework conditions, global competition, etc.). 

Based on the answers to these questions, an overview is made of which types of effects (as structured in the logic 

model) can be measured and to what extent. This step will provide valuable input for selecting the most appropriate 
methodologies for an impact assessment in the next section.  

4.1 Data availability 

From the interviews, the following points are identified with regard to data availability: 

 Monitoring data at the ECSEL JU:  

A limited set of data is available from proposals and project reports on the objectives and process of the project. 
Information includes for example financial and administrative information on the project, the list of participants 
(and a number of characteristics), the topic and objectives of the project, and indications of whether or not 
milestones are met or deliverables are submitted. There is no information on the exact outcomes of the project, 
follow-up developments, concrete applications/application domains, etc.  

 Monitoring data at the participants:  

Participants often indicate that project outcomes are monitored internally. Sometimes also economic indicators 
such as the amount of additional investments allocated to further development, or additional turnover from 
successful technologies/products are registered. However, in most cases this kind of information and data is 
considered as strictly confidential and is thus not available for the ECSEL JU impact assessment. There are also 
issues with attribution to one specific project (cf. infra). It is however worthwhile to discuss with the participants 
to what extent information is available at a more aggregate level (than one project or one application). While 
individual data are confidential, companies will be able to give insights in ‘the bigger picture’ (e.g. through an 
open survey approach and/or in-depth interviews complementing a survey approach). For this, it will be essential 
to identify the right people within the organisations that have a good overview of this ‘bigger picture’, often 
combining information on the research projects and outcomes with the business effects. 

 Information on application areas: 

The enabling character of the innovations in the sector entails that economic effects are more likely to take 
place indirectly through further development of applications in other domains/sectors of the economy than 
directly at the participant in the ECSEL JU project.  Participants indicate that they are often aware of how their 
technologies/innovations are used in other applications/domains, but that they have no concrete information or 
insight in the scale of the effects.  

4.2 Attribution 

In general, attribution is more direct for outputs and effects than for impacts. Outputs are concrete results at the 
project or participant level that can be observed and/or counted (e.g. number of new products, number of new 
cooperations, etc.). Effects take place at the participant or ecosystem level. They are less specific in nature, but 
the target groups can still be identified or reached in order to collect information on the effects. Impacts however 
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are generic in nature and thus more difficult to attribute to one project or programme only. They concern the 

broader economy and society, so there is often no concrete target group to approach. They also take more time to 
realise compared to outputs and effects, which makes it more difficult to keep track of them. In sum, the attribution 
of results is affected by the target group where the result is realised, the relation to the ECSEL JU (indirect versus 
direct) and the timing of the results. The following paragraphs explain how this affects the methodological 
recommendations for the impact assessment of the ECSEL JU. 

 The attribution of effects to the ECSEL JU projects and activities is the most direct at the level of the project or 
participant. Participants indicate that they have a good view on the technological impact of their participation 
in the ECSEL JU projects (e.g. reduced time-to-market, increased innovation capabilities, access to knowledge, 
etc.). In some cases also economic effects are confirmed, but there is an issue of confidentiality in sharing this 
kind of information. In addition, the occurrence of follow-up projects, participation in other programmes, and 
the continued investment of companies in their R&D&I departments often makes it difficult to attribute concrete 
technological outcomes and economic effects to one specific project. In the methodological recommendations 
below, we address attribution issues by focusing on technological impact and combining a survey of participants 
with additional interviews. This approach will allow to look into clusters of projects for example, and to validate 
the attribution to participation. 

 At the level of the ecosystem, attribution will be more indirect. The analysis will need to take into account other 

framework conditions that affect the market and the sector in a global setting. However, it is clear from the 
interviews that there is a positive impact and that there would be a huge ‘cost of doing nothing’. In particular 
in building the ecosystem, the contribution of the ECSEL JU is substantial. The network analysis we propose 
below, will allow to structure and quantify the ecosystem based on the ECSEL JU project data. By using project 
data, one can thus measure evolutions within the ECSEL JU programme, and reasonably assume they are 
caused (mainly) by the programme. Another option is to complement the ECSEL JU data with other information 
on interaction/cooperation outside the programme. In this case, a more general ecosystem can be analysed. 
However, it is not possible to compare this to a counterfactual situation where the ECSEL JU would not exist. 
Attribution to the ECSEL JU of any observed changes over time, will thus imply the assumption that the ECSEL 
JU is indeed (one of) the main causal factors in the development of this general ecosystem. This is strongly 
emphasised in the exploratory interviews, and can be further validated in an impact assessment by means of 
complementary interviews. 

 At the level of the broader economy and at the level of the broader society, no direct attribution to the ECSEL 
JU is generally possible due to the many (other) influencing factors at this level. Impact in the broader economy 
can be illustrated by calculating the sector’s impact rather than ESCEL JU’s impact, while assuming that the 
strength and competitiveness of the sector in Europe is supported by the ECSEL JU. The latter is confirmed in 
interviews, and can be further validated. At the societal level, impact can be illustrated through specific cases. 

At case level, a more direct data collection, quantification and validation can be implemented. 

 

As indicated, the recommendations for methodologies thus pay specific attention to the issue of attribution. This is 
further elaborated in the following section.  
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5/ Recommendations for a feasible and relevant impact assessment of 
the ECSEL JU 

The logic model, developed in sections 2/ and 3/ of this report, and the feasibility study summarised in section 4/ 
of this report, set out the lines for an impact assessment of the ECSEL JU. A complete hierarchy of objectives and 
chain of impacts were identified.  

The internal brainstorm with the ECSEL JU as well as 12 interviews with stakeholders have allowed to narrow down 
the list to a selection of results that are expected to be either very likely to occur, large in magnitude or key to the 
realisation of the objectives of the ECSEL JU (indicated in bold in Table 3 in section 3.1). Table 6 summarises this 
selection of impacts for the ECSEL JU impact assessment according to their relation with the objectives of the ECSEL 
JU as stipulated in the Council Regulation (EU) No 561/2014 of 6 May 2014. This clarifies how the focus of the 
envisaged impact study covers the main objectives of the ECSEL JU. 

Table 6: Overview of the main elements for the impact assessment of the ECSEL JU 

Objectives ECSEL JU6 Impacts  Elements for the impact 
assessment 

To ensure the 
availability of 
electronic 
components and 
systems for key 
markets and for 
addressing 
societal challenges  

To keep Europe at 
the forefront of 
technology 
development, to 
strengthen 
innovation 
capabilities 

 Availability of enabling 
technologies  

 With a substantial impact on 
different sectors and in 
different application areas 
such as environment, 
health, etc.  

 Societal and environmental 
impact of applications in the 
broader society 

 Economic impact at the EU 
economy level 

To create 
economic and 
employment 
growth in the 
Union 

 Economic growth 

 

 Economic impact at the EU 
economy level 

To bridge the gap 
between research 
and exploitation 

Bridging the gap between 
research and exploitation at the 
level of the participants  

 More collaboration with 
partners / suppliers / buyers 
/ end users; finding partners 
to work with along the VC 

 Reduced time-to-market 

 R&D&I with higher level of 
risk / more disruptive 

 Development up to a higher 
TRL level 

 Emphasis on connecting 
partners in a collaborative 
setting to speed up 
innovation and development 
(multi-partner projects: 
strong engagement of a 
large number of 
stakeholders at an early 
point in the development) 

 Catalytic impact at the 
ecosystem level  

 Technological impact at the 
participant level 

                                                      

6  Council Regulation (EU) No 561/2014 of 6 May 2014. 
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To contribute to the development of a 
strong and globally competitive 
electronic components and systems 
industry in the European Union  

To maintain and grow semiconductor 
and smart system manufacturing 
capability in Europe, as well as system 
integration  

To secure and strengthen a 
commanding position in design and 
systems engineering  

 Maintained/strengthened 
share of Europe in the 
different parts of the value 
chain – maintain the critical 
know-how in Europe: 

 Reinforcement of the 
current strengths 
(economic impact 
creation) 

 Growth based on new 
opportunities (e.g. based 
on cross-domain 
cooperation, new 
markets) 

 Recovered position in 
production 

 Catalytic impact at the 
ecosystem level 

To align strategies to attract private 
investment 

and other additional investments 
(within the sector, with Member States, 
regions, EU, etc.) 

 Aligned strategy of local 
industry and Members 
States with the ECSEL JU 
and EU-level vision and 
common vision for the 
sector  

 Stronger cooperation among 
firms and along a common 
vision, thanks to this aligned 
strategy 

 Increased co-financing of 
research by two or more 
Member States 

 Increased private 
investment in research 

 Catalytic impact at the 
Member State level 

To build a dynamic ecosystem involving 
Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 
(SMEs), strengthening existing clusters 
and creating new clusters 

 Growth of existing or 
creation of new partnerships 
on technologies => 
reinforcement of industrial 
competitiveness 

 Increased involvement of 
SMEs 

 Increased cooperation 
across the whole value 
chain, accelerating 
innovation and improving 
solutions 

 Catalytic impact at the 
ecosystem level 

To provide access for all stakeholders 
to a world-class infrastructure for 
design and manufacturing 

 Increased sharing of 
infrastructure 

 Knowledge sharing / 
dissemination of project 
results 

 Technological impact at the 
participant level 

Source: IDEA Consult 

The target groups where the impacts take place and the nature of the impacts is each time indicated in the last 
column of Table 6. The combination of both allows to identify the main elements for the impact assessment that 
need to be matched with appropriate methodologies.  
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 Table 6 shows that, in sum, the main elements of an impact assessment of the ECSEL JU include: 

 Technological impact at the participant level: As indicated, technological breakthroughs and innovation 
capability are mentioned as main effects of participation. The project comes often too soon in the innovation 
process to attribute clear economic effects of these technologies (additional investments, employment creation, 
turnover increase in the company) to the project. In cases where economic effects are realised and can be 
attributed the participation in an ECSEL projects, confidentiality issues form a barrier to sharing this kind of 
economic information. The focus at the participant level is thus mainly on technological impact, which is the 
stronger effect and more clearly attributed to the participation. 

 Catalytic impact at the ecosystem level: Even more emphasised is the strong contribution of the ECSEL 
JU to the building of the ecosystem. This is probably considered as the strongest impact of the ECSEL JU. The 
challenge here is to capture, structure and even quantify the effect.  

 Catalytic impact at the Member State level: Another type of catalytic effect is the effect at Member State 
level, with the ECSEL JU being the only JU with a three-party funding system involving the Member State level. 
Member States report different kinds of effects, which will require a tailored approach. 

 Economic impact at the EU economy level: The many efforts in terms of R&D&I of the sector are believed 
to pay off in terms of competitiveness and turnover. A particular feature of the sector and its innovations, is 
that they are ‘enabling’, and thus creating impact in other sectors of the economy - further down the value 
chain or within the ecosystem. The challenge is to measure the sector’s (indirect) economic impact on other 
sectors. 

 Societal and environmental impact of applications in the broader society: at a higher level, the ECSEL 
JU is also expected to have a broader societal and/or environmental impact. For these higher-level impacts, 
attribution to the ECSEL JU is less direct and the story lines of specific cases can be very different. A wide variety 
of effects are possible and it is therefore not possible to count all potential societal spill-overs under one heading. 
A tailored approach is needed. 

In a next step, a set of methodologies is elaborated for each of these elements, taking into account the timing of 
the impacts (as a horizontal dimension throughout all methodologies) and the feasibility of measuring them in terms 
of data availability and attribution. In line with general practice7, priority is given to identifying quantitative 
methodologies. An overview is given in Table 7. The attribution strength is indicated per cell (intensity of the 
orange) and further explained per methodology in the sections below. We remark that the assessment of attribution 
in this table is considered for each methodology as stand-alone. Often one methodology complements the other, 
or a combination/triangulation of outcomes will decrease the weight of the hypotheses and improve correct 
attribution. Also benchmarking in a global context is relevant to assess the competitive position of the industry. 

Methodologies based on quantitative macro-data are usually best placed for a benchmark, but also a comparative 
analysis based on available qualitative information can be among the possibilities. The following sections discuss 
each methodology in detail. 

 

                                                      

7  See European Commission, SWD (2017) 350, Better Regulation Guidelines, Chapter III – Guidelines on Impact Assessment. 
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Table 7: Overview of relevant impacts and methodologies 

 
Participant Ecosystem/MS 

level 
EU economy Broader society 

 

Technological 
impact 

(innovation and 
technological 

breakthroughs) 

Catalytic impact  

(ecosystem and 
effects at MS level) 

Economic impact  

of enabling 
technologies 

Societal/ 
Environmental 

impact 

Quantitative, 
macro data 

(X) 

Trend break 
analysis 

 
X 

Impact of electronic 
components and 
systems sector in 

other sectors 

 

Quantitative, 
project or 
cluster-level 
data 

X 

Milestones 

X 

Evolution and 
network analysis of 

participants 

  

Qualitative, 
survey/ 
interviews 

X 

Innovation pace, 
technological 

results 

+ complementing/ 
validation of trend 

break analysis 

X 

Complementing/ 
validation of 

network analysis 

+ effects at 
Member State level  

 
X 

Qualitative, 
case studies 

   
X 

Note:  
 Very strong attribution 
 Medium-strong attribution, validation advised 
 Medium attribution, assumptions needed 

Source: IDEA Consult 
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5.1 Technological impact at the participant level: quantitative and qualitative 
assessment  

5.1.1 Setting the scope 

A clear link exists between the participation in a project and the effects thereof at the participating organisation. In 
collaborative research projects, the most reported effects are either economic or technological.  

SMEs are more likely to be able to isolate and attribute effects, with often only one R&D&I project running or one 
innovation trajectory pursued at a time. In the case of the ECSEL JU, however, an important share of the participants 
are large companies. For large companies, it is more difficult to distinguish the effects of the one ECSEL JU project 
from other projects or R&D&I investments within the company. Also, they indicate more often that any quantitative 
information on economic effects or technological breakthroughs are confidential and cannot be provided in the 
context of an impact assessment. 

However, during the interviews it became clear that most companies can clearly attribute technological effects 
within the company. They can identify the expected and realised impact on their innovation capabilities, knowledge 
creation, networking and type of technological results obtained through the project. In some cases, also additional 
investments are reported. These being very direct results of project participation, directly attributable and clearly 
identifiable, it is a relevant approach to measure the direct technological effects at the participants of the ECSEL JU 
projects. 

5.1.2 Methodology 

Two types of methodologies are common to identify and measure technological effects at the participant level. One 
is analysis of the project-level monitoring data, the other is to collect new information from the participants. We 
also consider the feasibility of a counterfactual approach for economic/technological effects at the participant level 
and propose an alternative trend break analysis. 

 

MONITORING DATA 

A limited set of data is available from proposals and project reports on the objectives and process of the project. 

Information includes for example financial and administrative information on the project, the list of participants 
(and a number of characteristics), the topic and objectives of the project, and indications of whether or not 
milestones are met or deliverables are submitted. There is no information on the exact outcomes of the project, 
follow-up developments, concrete applications/application domains, etc. The analysis of monitoring data collected 
at the ECSEL JU will thus be limited to checks of meeting requirements for milestones and deliverables and the 
quantitative approach based on available data will thus provide information on the successful implementation of 
the projects (actions) but not on the direct results. Given the relatively easy access to the data it is worthwhile to 
include them as context information, e.g. to link the successful implementation (meeting milestones) to the extent 
to which impacts are realised (assessed from other sources). 

 

COMBINED SURVEY-INTERVIEW APPROACH 

To measure the direct technological effects at the participants, it is thus necessary to apply a complementary 
approach. To collect more information it will be necessary to address the participants directly. We propose a 
combined survey-interview approach.  

Starting with a survey has the advantage that data/information can be collected with a broad sample of participating 

companies or on a broad sample of projects. Even though the data are often more qualitative in nature (e.g. yes/no 
questions, ranking options, etc.), the scale allows for a quantification and aggregation (by counting) and for 
comparing across relevant categories of projects or participants (cf. infra). Studies in the past have shown the 
importance of addressing the right people in the organisation combining insights in the research project and 
outcomes with those one business effects.  
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Complementing the survey with interviews has the advantage that the provided information can be validated and 

further illustrated by the respondents. Where data are highly confidential at project level, it is possible through 
interviews to collect information at a higher, more aggregate level on impacts of the programme. Context factors 
that explain the occurrence or non-occurrence of effects can also be identified and explained. This supports the 
assessment of attribution and contribution of the ECSEL JU to different kinds of effects. 

Relevant topics for the survey identified in the strategic prestudy: 

 More collaboration with partners / suppliers / buyers / end users; finding partners to work with along the VC; 
elaboration of the network 

 Reduced time-to-market 

 R&D&I with higher level of risk / more disruptive 

 Development up to a higher TRL level 

 Higher re-usability; higher reliability 

 Reduced development costs 

 R&D&I at larger scale 

 Breakthrough technologies; new generation of products; new products / processes / services 

 New markets; elaboration of existing markets 

 Adapted R&D&I roadmap; acquiring new skills; stronger management of IPR 

 New ways of working; building new knowledge 

 Increased credibility / stronger reputation 

 Growth in jobs; growth in investments; growth in turnover 

Also in the pre-study it was emphasised that characteristics of the projects, consortia and participants will influence 
the type of effects we can expect. Therefore it is interesting to add information on this to the survey data and 
cross-analyse the results for each of these dimensions. The survey results can thus be linked to other project 
information (depending on availability) to provide more depth to the analysis. 

Relevant data for cross-analysis: 

 Timing and duration of the project; 

 Objectives of the project; 

 Whether it is part of a ‘continuous line’ of research; 

 Success in meeting milestones and deliverables; 

 Domain/area of the research; 

 Number of participants in the consortium; 

 Type of company; 

 Role of the company in the consortium; 

 Etc. 

 

TREND BREAK ANALYSIS 

For attribution reasons, a counterfactual analysis is often recommended to measure effects at the level of the 

participants. A counterfactual analysis compares the situation ‘as is’ (given the project or programme) with the 
counterfactual situation that the project or programme would not exist or have taken place. The aim is to identify 
results that have only realised because of the project or programme and that can thus be fully attributed to it. As 
it is impossible to measure the results in a ‘parallel world’ where the project or programme did not exist or take 
place, this kind of counterfactual analysis depends strongly on the identification of a control group.  
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The ideal control group is a group that is identical to the ‘treated’ group, in this case the participants in the ECSEL 

JU projects, except for the ‘treatment’, in this case their participation. In other words, a control group for the ECSEL 
JU participants would need to be an identical collection of companies and RTOs in terms of size, sector, location, 
innovation capabilities, history, etc. In the case of the ECSEL JU participants, a control group is very difficult to 
identify and collect sufficient information on: 

 It is reasonable to assume that the companies that take part in an ECSEL JU project are companies with an 
inclination / strong interest in R&D&I. The large companies have often very strong R&D&I departments with 
own research budgets. The participating SMEs are also typically more innovation-oriented SMEs. One can thus 
expect a bias toward more innovation-oriented companies within the ECSEL JU programme. If one would 
compare this group with a random sample of companies not participating in the ECSEL JU, it would be impossible 
to distinguish the effects of participation from the effects of their innovation-bias. One thus needs to define a 
control group of companies with a similar innovation-oriented vision, but there is no relevant macro-data 
available on this. 

 Macro-level databases with annual account information for European companies often do not cover SMEs 
sufficiently to subtract information on economic indicators like the number of employees, turnover, growth, etc. 
Consequently for SMEs, also economic indicators are not sufficiently available to compile a relevant control 
group. 

 Apart from the definition of the control group, there are also methodological issues when the effects cannot be 
attributed fully and directly to participation in the ECSEL JU programme.  

An alternative approach, namely trend break analysis, bypasses both the difficulties of identifying a relevant control 
group for a traditional counterfactual analysis, and of confidentiality of quantitative data regarding 
economic/technological effects at the participant level.  

A trend break analysis compares the situation before and after participation in the ECSEL JU project(s) in order to 
identify changes – trend breaks – in the economic value or performance of the company that can be assumed to 
be caused by the participation. An example of such a trend break is an acceleration in productivity or in employment 
growth. 

In this alternative approach, annual values for general economic indicators are collected from the participants 
directly and over a period of time - starting before the start of the programme (or before their participation). The 
indicators are not representing ‘net effects’ that are attributed to the participation in the ECSEL JU projects, but 
rather indicators on the company’s overall economic value and performance as they are monitored in the annual 
accounts. Examples are employment, turnover, investments, productivity etc. Collecting these general indicators 
can be done for example through a survey (or as part of the survey collecting qualitative information, cf. supra). 

The economic indicators are then input for statistical methods to identify trend breaks.  

However, a trend break can also be caused by external factors such as economic cycles or global technological 
developments. To control additionally for external factors influencing trend breaks, a comparison can be made with 
all other companies in the sector. In this case it is important that indicators collected from participants and non-
participants are based on annual account data that are publicly available and comparable.  

In this alternative approach, information availability issues are thus bypassed by asking the participants to provide 
this information directly, and confidentiality issues are bypassed by collecting general economic indicators rather 
than specific effects of their participation.  

For practical reasons, we advise to consider the option of the alternative approach only in combination with the 
survey on technological effects. The latter is more essential to the impact assessment (given the emphasis on 
technological impact versus economic impact at the participant level), while the outcomes of the trend analysis are 
uncertain. On the other hand, the effort of collecting 2 or 3 additional economic indicators in an existing survey is 
low and thus feasible to consider. 
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5.1.3 Data input  

For the analysis of monitoring data, all available data at project and/or participant level is relevant. In particular: 

Data Source Status  

 Project characteristics: 

 Type of project (IA/RIA/other); 

 Timing and duration of the project; 

 Objectives of the project; 

 Whether it is part of a ‘continuous line’ of research; 

 Success in meeting milestones and deliverables; 

 Domain/area of the research; 

 Number of participants in the consortium; 

 Etc. 

 ECSEL JU Required/optional 

 

The following data is needed to implement the survey methodology: 

Data Source Status  

 Contact information of participants  ECSEL JU Required 

 Information of projects they participated in: 

 Type of project (IA/RIA/other); 

 Timing and duration of the project; 

 Objectives of the project; 

 Whether it is part of a ‘continuous line’ of research; 

 Success in meeting milestones and deliverables; 

 Domain/area of the research; 

 Number of participants in the consortium; 

 Role of the company in the consortium. 

 ECSEL JU Optional 

 Amadeus database with characteristic and annual 
account information per company in Europe (limited 

coverage of SMEs) 

 External 
database 

Optional 

For the trend break analysis, no additional information is needed compared to the survey methodology. 

5.1.4 Assumptions 

 Monitoring data:  

No general assumptions are made in attributing the activities, as they are part of the direct project reporting.  

 Survey:  

No general assumptions are made in attributing the effects, as they are reported as directly related to the 
participation in the ECSEL JU project(s). This is validated in the interviews. 

 Trend break analysis:  

One can control for trend breaks and, if data are available, compare the trend break with the trends in other 
companies in the sector. This provides an indication of whether project participation goes together with 
acceleration of processes in the company, but no causality is guaranteed. The trend break can thus not be 
100% attributed without making the assumption that the participation is the (only) cause for the trend break. 
Alternatively, further evidence can be collected to support the assumption of causality: the observation can be 
triangulated with other information from the survey and/or interviews. 
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5.1.5 Example of results 

The following examples are fictional, but the slides are based on concrete output of the impact assessment of the 
imec.ICON programme (IDEA Consult, 2015 and 2017). They illustrate the outcomes of the survey approach.  

As the examples show, the survey approach gives insights in the objectives and expectations of the companies at 
the start of their participation in a collaborative research project, and whether and to which extent these 
expectations have come true. The information concerning frequency and magnitude of effects on technology 
development, networking and innovation capabilities, is valuable to demonstrate effects that are otherwise not 
captured in project reporting or macro-level information. Furthermore, it is possible to calculate shares of the 
participants that have experienced positive economic impacts in terms of turnover, employment and additional 
investments and, in some cases, to even quantify these effects.  
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5.2 Catalytic impact at the ecosystem and Member State level: quantitative and 
qualitative assessment  

5.2.1 Setting the scope 

A key impact of the ECSEL JU is its catalytic impact at the ecosystem level. Catalytic impact refers to an accelerating 
effect of interactions outside the ECSEL JU, which is initiated by activities of the ECSEL JU. There is general 
agreement among interviewees that ECSEL is instrumental in building the ecosystem in and around the electronic 
components and systems sector. The attribution is strong, as interviewees emphasise that without ECSEL the 
ecosystem would not be as strong, nor built as fast, as it is today. The ecosystem is further essential for maintaining 
and supporting the competitiveness and scale of the sector in Europe – one of ECSEL’s main strategic objectives.  
As mentioned before, the challenge here is to capture the effect and structure or even quantify it. For this, we 
propose a quantitative network analysis, based on project-level data and – as an option – survey data. 

Next to the ecosystem within the sector, we also find indications of catalytic impact at Member State-level. One of 
the effects that is much appreciated by the interviewees, is the alignment of strategies across industry, Member 
States, regions, and the EU. There are also other examples of this impact at Member State level in terms of leverage 

effects or increased cooperation. This is seen as a second part of the catalytic impact, for which we propose an 
approach based on case studies and interviews.  

5.2.2 Methodology 

ECOSYSTEM BUILDING: QUANTITATIVE NETWORK ANALYSIS  

Network analysis becomes increasingly used to assess the evolution of an ecosystem, as it is unrivalled in mapping 
and analysing the structure and evolution of inter-organisational interaction. The methodology allows to surpass 
the use of basic and rough indicators to understand networks by identifying strengths and weaknesses of the 
network, but also opportunities. The figures below demonstrates the potential by showing simplified networks. 
Typically, the stakeholders in the network (companies, RTOs, etc.) are represented by nodes, and the relationship 
between them by lines or edges connecting the two nodes. The analysis of the network allows to determine the 
type of network (more types are possible, as demonstrated in the figure below). Each of these types has implications 
in terms of strengths of the ecosystem and solutions to address potential shortcomings.  

One of the main benefits is that the visual and structural analysis enables to combine an intuitive understanding of 
a complex dynamic system (macro) and the position of individual companies or clusters. In the part (B) of the 
figure for example, we see the evolution of the positon of company A throughout the network, indicating that it 
became a more integrated actor of the ecosystem. Concluding, network analysis offers a thorough analysis of an 
evolving ecosystem by studying: 

 The density of the network (indicates the strength of the ecosystem); 

 The structure of the network; 

 The centrality and the possibility to detect central nodes or network strengtheners; 

 Deep and shallow collaborations; 

 The path and roles of SMES or other subgroups in the network; 

 Heterogeneity in terms of access to the ecosystem (is the programme successful for all type of companies?); 

 A cluster analysis: do clusters emerge (network theory expects that a friend of a friend has more potential to 
become a friend on its own)? 

 Geographical impact of the ecosystem. 
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Network types (A) 

Complete network Star network Mixed network 

 
 

 

 

Evolution over time (B) 

 

 

 

 

Within the context of the ECSEL JU, a quantitative network analysis thus has the advantage that it uses available 
project-level information to structure and quantify the network effects of the ECSEL JU. It allows to identify the 
overall structure of the network and the roles of specific groups (such as SMEs) along the dimensions listed above. 
Depending on data availability, all metrics can be calculated for all types of subgroups to determine their specific 
role in the network: e.g. type of companies in the core versus the periphery of the network, SMEs versus large 
companies, companies from different (sub)sectors, R&D versus user perspective, etc. 

Of particular interest will be the analysis of the evolution in the network (expansion, density) since the start of the 
ECSEL JU. Given the historical background of the ECSEL JU, the main effects we expect to find over time are an 
intensification of the relationships between different subsectors, expansion of the network overall, increased density 
of the network (e.g. connectivity between clusters) and increased cross-border collaborations.  

How relationships in the network analysis - visualised as the edges connecting the nodes - are defined, depends 
heavily on the data that is available. As a minimum, one can ‘count’ connections as yes/no. In this case, there is 
either a line (yes) or not (no) between two nodes. More interesting is to ‘weigh’ the connections with data like the 
frequency of interaction or collaboration, collaboration also in other projects outside the ECSEL JU or in bilateral 
contacts, value of contracts or collaboration projects, etc. In this case the line between nodes is thicker if, for 
example, the value of the cooperation project between the two parties is higher. Another option is that the nodes 
are placed closer together in the visualisation if, for example, the frequency of interaction is higher between the 
two parties. Apart from the frequency of collaboration in the ECSEL JU projects, no information is available of this 
kind so far. 

Either the network analysis can thus be considered a clean visualisation of the extent and density of the network 
(connection: yes/no + frequency), or additional information can be collected to create more depth in the analysis.  
For this, information is to be collected at the participating companies. One can ask in a survey about: 

 Collaboration outside the ECSEL JU projects; 

 Whether the partners was new in the ECSEL JU project, or whether there was prior contact/collaboration with 
this partner through other channels; 

 Whether the contact/collaboration was assessed positively; 

 Whether the company expects to collaborate again with this partner in the future; 

 etc. 
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In this case, the collection of this information can be combined with the survey of participants proposed in the 

previous section (to measure the technological impact at the participant level). 

Remark also that in the future, it will be interesting to study whether the Lighthouse Initiatives have a further 
impact on the network. Finally, the outcomes of the network analysis can potentially be benchmarked with existing 
studies on (parts) of the ecosystem. For this, further research into availability and comparability of such information 
is required. 

 

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF IMPACT AT MEMBER STATE LEVEL 

The way the ECSEL JU is organised around three-party funding for the projects, with co-financing by the EU, the 
Member States and industry, entails a particular form of collaboration that is unique among R&D&I support 
programmes. One of the main objectives of the ECSEL JU, which this system supports, is to reach stronger 
alignment of strategies between the EU, Member States and industry. The three-party funding also has specific 
effects in the different countries. During the interviews, different examples were given by Member States and from 
this, we also know that there are large differences between the Member States in terms of the extent to which they 
monitor information, which type of information is collected, what they consider to be main effects, etc. In Flanders 
for example, quite detailed data are available on the funding shares, and on economic impact of participation at 
the participant companies. In Germany there is an example of strong regional involvement and co-funding. 

To grasp these different examples, it makes sense to work through a case study approach. A first step is to identify 
unique practices, types of effects and examples of monitoring. In a second step, the case examples can be 
elaborated with the available information and interviews with the stakeholders. This will result in a limited number 
of very different examples of how the ECSEL JU also creates impact at Member State level.  

The envisaged type of effects: 

 Increased collaboration involving funding from countries with different strategic objectives; 

 Leverage effect in funding, e.g. attracting funding from regions, additional investments by industry; 

 The additional investments by industry can also bring a Member State closer to its R&D&I targets in terms of 
industry investments; 

 etc. 

It will be necessary to carry out different interviews and desk research tasks within each case. Depending on the 
case, it might be interesting to benchmark the findings with national policies as well.  

5.2.3 Data input  

For the quantitative network analysis, the following data input is required: 

Data Source Status  

 ‘nodes’: list of participants   ECSEL JU Required 

 ‘size of nodes’: participant characteristics  

 Number of employees (size) or turnover 

 Number of ECSEL participations 

 Innovation capabilities 

 ECSEL JU monitoring? 

 External database 
(Amadeus, but limited 
coverage of SMEs) 

 Survey of participants 

Optional 

 ‘edges’: 

 Collaboration within the ECSEL JU projects: yes/no 

 ECSEL JU Required 

 ‘weight of the edges’: characteristics of the 
relationship 

 Collaboration within other projects: yes/no 

 Frequency of collaboration (in the ECSEL JU and/or 
other projects) 

 New contact: yes/no 

 Survey of participants Optional 
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 New partners (collaboration): yes/no 

 Expectation of continued collaboration: yes/no 

 etc. 

For the case examples per Member State, the data will be collected from the direct contacts at the Member States:  

Data Source Status  

 Member States contact   ECSEL JU Required 

 Data/information to be collected from Member 
States contact – depending on case example and 
availability 

 Interviews Required 

 Additional benchmark information: national policies, 
national sector information, etc. 

 External 
sources/interviews 

Optional – to 
be further 
investigated 

5.2.4 Assumptions 

For the network analysis, the analysis is based on project-level data that are directly attributed to participation. 
Data from other sources, e.g. survey data, can still be linked directly to the ECSEL JU (although validation is 
advised). For the analysis over time, we can observe changes but not attribute them one-on-one to the ECSEL JU 
without further validation through interviews. 

5.2.5 Example of results 

The figures below are examples from a 2010 study: “The Development and Diffusion of Environmental 
Technologies: Technology Transfer, Knowledge Flows and International Cooperation”, carried out by IDEA Consult 
and partners for the European Commission, DG Environment8.  

The first one gives an overall overview on the collaborative project interactions created in the framework of the 
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) programme between different countries. The network shows a high degree 
of interconnection with the vast majority of countries involved in projects. Zooming in on parts of this figure, shows 

that there is however a small set of countries whose involvement in the CDM programme is realised via partnership 
with only one donor country, the ‘guiding’ country. In this way, countries with a more prominent guiding role are 
also identified. This figure shows how a network analysis visualises the overall coverage and identifies the different 
roles of stakeholders in the network. 

In the third figure, the network arranges participating countries according to the degree of their total involvement 
in the network and thus, in the CDM programme in general. The most active and the most ‘networked’ participants 
will tend to gravitate towards the centre of the diagram and form a core of the network. The less active participants 
will drift more towards the periphery of the diagram. This visualisation emphasises the intensity of the network and 
of the involvement of the stakeholders. It allows to differentiate between ‘core stakeholders’ and ‘followers’ in the 
network. 

These figure illustrate a few of many options with network analysis – in this case for a very large number of 
partners/countries involved. The figures are very large due to the many countries (nodes) and their strong 
interconnectivity (lines or edges). Further simplification is possible through for example clustering. 

 

                                                      

8  Within the Framework Contract No ENTR/29/PP/2010/FC - Lot 3: Multiple Framework Service Contract Industrial 
Competitiveness for a Sustainable Future - Lot 3: Competitiveness, Eco-Innovation and value chain sustainability - Invitation 
to tender No 1262801. 
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Source:  IDEA Consult on the basis of CDM data 
Note:  The thickness of the links represents the sum of average per project partner volumes of the CO2 reduction. 

Rectangle: donor country. Diamond: host/recipient. Circle: double role. 
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Source:  IDEA Consult on the basis of CDM data 
Note:  The thickness of the links represents the sum of average per project partner volumes of the CO2 reduction. 

Rectangle: donor country. Diamond: host/recipient. Circle: double role. 
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5.3 Economic impact of enabling technologies at EU level: quantitative assessment  

5.3.1 Setting the scope 

The impact of activities in the area of electronic components and systems on the economy is multidimensional. 
R&D activities lead to new products and services, and even completely new industries over time. Patents and spin-
offs are created, that lead to innovations and new economic activities. The electronic components and systems 
industry directly employ people, buy goods and services in the economy, and thus generate indirect and induced 
employment and added value. It also has an effect on other industries, downstream the value chain, where its 
technologies are used.  

This type of macro-level economic effects is often measured through input-output analysis, based on input-output 
tables that structure the buying and selling relations between the different sectors. A challenge in this context is 
the starting point: what will be the ‘demand shock’ of which to measure the effects in the different sectors of the 
economy? The sectors in the model are defined by nace-code, but the electronic components and systems sector 
is not as such categorised into one or a defined set of more codes. We therefore propose to apply a specific 
methodology, developed by IDEA Consult in a similar setting, which overcomes these issues and allows to measure 

the economic impact of the sector on other sectors in the economy, namely the economic footprint methodology 
based on product information. 

5.3.2 Methodology 

IDEA Consult’s “economic footprint” methodology provides a detailed and tailor-made quantification of the 
economic impact of electronic components and systems using:  

 Employment figures based on the Prodcom9 classification system; 

 European Input/output tables; 

 Induced economic impact parameters. 

Our methodology allows to also include the economic benefits created along the value chain. 

 

 Employment figures based on the Prodcom classification system  

In the KETs Observatory Phase I project, IDEA Consult and its partners have developed a methodology to capture 
the performance of KETs at different stages of the deployment value chain. A similar methodology can be used to 
demonstrate the magnitude of the impact of electronic components and systems on the economy. 

The resulting employment figures can be interpreted as employment that is dependent on the production and use 
of electronic components and systems related products. Hence, the employment figures cover the direct 
employment linked to the manufacturing of electronic components and systems and the indirect employment linked 
to research activities performed in companies, technical services and manufacturing of products strongly dependent 
on innovation.  

The advantage of these data is that expert opinions are integrated on a highly detailed level, making the data (in 
principle) more accurate compared to estimations for whole (sub-)industries. 

 

                                                      

9  The Prodcom-based database of Eurostat offers consolidated information on sold production, exports and imports by country. 
Prodcom provides statistics on the production of manufactured goods. The term comes from the French "PRODuction 
COMmunautaire" (Community Production) for mining, quarrying and manufacturing: sections B and C of the Statistical 
Classification of Economy Activity in the European Union (NACE 2). The Prodcom database covers EU-28 countries, Norway 
and Iceland, but not Switzerland. According to the terms of the Prodcom Regulation, Cyprus, Luxembourg and Malta are 
exempted from reporting Prodcom data to Eurostat and zero production is recorded for them for all products. 
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 European Input/output tables 

The following step is to capture the upstream and downstream effects of electronic components and systems. For 
this, we propose to use a fairly conventional input-output methodology using the latest available input-output table 
at EU-level. The advantage of this approach is that it 1) is  a widely accepted approach within the field of economic 
impact assessments, despite its underlying hypotheses and limitations, and 2) allows calculating the indirect effects 
of electronic components and systems within the EU economy in a transparent and complete manner.   

To capture the upstream effects of electronic components and systems (the employment created at suppliers) using 
input-output tables, it is important to note that sectors in these input-output tables are classified according to the 
well-known NACE Rev. 2 classification. In order to use these tables, the first step is to map in which NACE sectors 
relevant electronic components and systems activity is taking place. An assessment of the impact of electronic 
components and systems based on relevant Prodcom codes should be made for each sector. In addition, a second 
step is necessary as the purchasing pattern of electronic components and systems may differ substantially from 
the sector averages.  

While the applied rating classifications may raise questions to robustness and subjectivity of results, it allows to 
include contributions of the electronic components and systems industry to broader sectors. If no rating 
classification is applied however, this will most likely result in an underestimation of the potential contribution to 
some sectors.  

 

 Induced economic impact 

The electronic components and systems industry generates income for their employees (direct effect), for the 
additional employees at their suppliers (first order indirect effect upstream) and further upstream in the supply 
chain (higher order indirect effect upstream). Similarly the electronic components and systems industry generates 
additional income for the employees at their clients (first order indirect effect downstream10). The spending of this 
additional income in the economy provides a third type of economic effect: the ‘induced impact’. In calculating the 
induced economic impact, it is important for reasons of additionality to measure the difference between employment 
and unemployment of the direct and indirect employees, and not decrease their income to zero.  

5.3.3 Data input  

The following data is needed to implement the methodologies: 

Data Source Status  

 Production data  Prodcom  database of 
Eurostat 

Required 

 Inverse productivity of sectors  Eurostat Structural 
Business Statistics 

Required 

 NACE classification  Eurostat Required 

 EU input/output tables  Eurostat Required 

 EU parameters to calculate induced impact 

 Average net wages per sector in the EU 

 Average wage spending quota 

 Spending rate in EU versus abroad 

 Average unemployment compensation 

 Report “Taxation trends in 
the European Union”, DG 
for Taxation and Customs 
Union and Eurostat. 

 Eurostat  

Required  

                                                      

10  We advise not take into account further downstream induced effects as the input-output methodology is mainly designed to 
quantify the upstream effects. 
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5.3.4 Assumptions 

The methodology makes use of existing and validated databases. However, assumptions are needed to ‘generalise’ 
to this level. This will be particularly the case for the rating classification of the electronic components and systems 
sector, as mentioned above. Also a number of hypotheses are inherent to the input-output methodology and the 
fact that EU-level figures are used: 

 The use of EU level parameters implies an assumption that EU countries are comparable and that the effects 
are distributed across Europe while in practice there will be more concentration.  

 In the analysis of induced effects, the assumption is made that all employees (indirect) would be unemployed 
without the project or programme. It is advised, as we usually do, to take a ‘careful’ approach in this and 
assume that the unemployed would receive an unemployment benefit – so not compare with a zero-income 
situation as is often seen in this kind of studies. 

5.3.5 Example of results 

Below, we give two examples of what the results of this methodology look like. They present the estimate of the 
total economic impact of the industrial biotechnology (2013). The graph shows that the focus of this methodology 
is on quantitative macro-level results. The result is a set of general economic indicators, quantifying the impact in 
terms of employment, turnover and value added. This quantification gives an accurate estimate of the overall effect 
of the programme in the broader economy, in terms that are telling for communication and policy evaluation. 
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5.4 Societal and environmental impact at broader society level: qualitative 
assessment  

5.4.1 Setting the scope 

The ECSEL JU is expected to have a broader societal and/or environmental impact through the many applications 
resulting from innovations that started in the ECSEL JU projects. Examples are increased security for digitisation, 
health applications, CO2 reduction, etc. For these higher-level impacts, attribution to the ECSEL JU is not direct. As 
the sequence and shading in the figure below illustrates, the direct project outcomes lead to implementation of 
these outcomes in (other) applications, products, processes, etc. Whereas the first is directly related to the project, 
the latter is already more co-influenced by other external factors. Finally, the impact of these applications on society 
and environment is again steered by contextual factors that the ECSEL JU nor its participants can foresee or have 
an effect on. Even though a link with the project is still acknowledged, one needs to take into account the many 
other context factors that determine success or failure of the application to create an impact. 

  

Furthermore, the story lines of specific cases can be very different. A wide variety of effects occur and it is therefore 
not feasible to count all potential societal spill-overs under one heading.  When the effects are too broad and 
diverse to bring them under one heading, macro-level quantification is not the best option11. To capture the broader 
set of societal and environmental effects, and to be able to provide in-depth insights on particular cases, a 
qualitative approach is more relevant. Within specific cases, one can then identify, explain and try to quantify the 
societal and/or environmental effects as an illustration of the total effect. A qualitative approach usually entails 
contact with participants or stakeholders and thus offers the additional advantage that the findings and attribution 
to the ECSEL JU can be explicitly validated.  

5.4.2 Methodology 

CASE STUDY APPROACH 

In a case study approach, a number of aspects need to be defined and considered: 

 Defining the level of the ‘case’: 

 It is important to define the level at which the methodology will be applied. In this context, it is logical that 
a case is defined at the project level, as this is the level where support is offered by the ECSEL JU, so where 
the intervention takes place. However, also ‘clusters’ of projects can be considered, in case it is clear that it 
is the combination of more projects that has led to the real impact. 

                                                      

11  Macro-level quantification would imply the application of general equilibrium models, but the existing models often zoom in 
on only one specific part of societal or environment impact, and at a very high level (not tailored to the context). One 
particular possibility we looked into, is an analysis based on environmental input-output tables. This would allow to measure 
the demand for raw materials and energy for both the input: how much raw materials and energy are needed for the 
production of the sector – and output: how much raw materials and energy will the end consumer need to use the end 
product (e.g. to use an electronic system, electricity will be needed). An important disadvantage resulting from this, is that 
this model would focus only on the demand of raw materials and energy, but not on the extent to which applications resulting 
from the ECSEL JU-supported research decrease the consumer demand for raw materials and energy, or the general CO2 

emission. For example, it would not be possible to assess the extent to which a new sensor will lead to decreased use of 
raw materials or energy thanks to better monitoring of a production process. Another disadvantage is that the environmental 
input-output tables have not been recently updated, the latest version is based on 2008 figures. Further, the application of 
the methodology is very resource-intensive and thus, given the limited added value of the outcomes, not advised. 

project outcomes
implementation in 

(other) applications

impact of 
applications on 

society or 
environment
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 Number of cases: 

 Although case studies are relatively resource-intensive, a sufficient number of cases is needed to cover 
different types of societal and environmental impact and illustrate –together- the magnitude of impacts at 
this level.  

 Variety of cases, selection criteria: 

 Domain of the research and type of effects expected (societal and/or environmental) will be steering the 
case study selection.  

 Other criteria to take into account are project characteristics, such as size of the consortium, timing and 
duration of the project, whether or not it is part of a continued innovation line, etc. 

 Information available per case: 

 All relevant sources should be identified to prepare the case study analysis. It will be important to select 
cases where sufficient information is available; or where information can be obtained from the participants. 

 Number and type of interviews per case: 

 The number of interviewees per case will depend on the size of the consortium for that case/project. Also 

variation across the types of interviewees is relevant, in particular including those partners that brought in 
essential technology/knowledge and those that have been instrumental in the further development into 
applications/products or processes/end products.  

 Another point to take into account here is that some, mainly larger, companies, keep good track of the 
results of their R&D&I efforts. From previous studies, we know that some of them have in-house expertise 
on life cycle analysis (LCA) – measuring the total environmental burden of a product throughout its entire 
life cycle from raw materials, production, transport, use to waste management. Although interviews learn 
that it is likely that this kind of information is treated as confidential, it is worthwhile to investigate the 
availability of this kind of information further in the preparation of a case study approach. 

5.4.3 Data input  

Data Source Status  

 Contact information of participants  ECSEL JU Required 

 Context information on the project, partners and concrete 
outcomes 

 ECSEL JU Required 

Further information will be collected from interviews with participants within the context of the case study. 

5.4.4 Assumptions 

A case-by-case approach to learn about the dynamics and details of the societal effects is more telling as an 
illustration of the total impact. Attribution issues can be addressed during the interviews with 
participants/stakeholders. During the interviews, the most important context factors that have influenced the 
process need to be discussed so that they can be taken into account in the analysis. Still, hypotheses will be needed: 

 to attribute societal/environmental effects to a (combination of) projects: assumption that the project outcomes 
were key and without the project this effect would not have been reached (to be validated during the 
interviews); 

 to generalise impact: assumption that the examples in the case studies are (to some extent) representative for 

the ECSEL JU projects and can be combined into a bigger societal and environmental impact. 
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6/ Conclusions: How will these methodologies capture the key 
strengths of the ECSEL JU? 

An impact assessment of the ECSEL JU should be able to demonstrate 1) how the realised impacts contribute to its 
objectives and 2) what its unique strength and added value is compared to other European initiatives. The first 
point was addressed in section 5/, which introduced the elements for the impact assessment that allow reflecting 
on the key impacts expected from the ECSEL JU and on how these contribute to each of the objectives of the ECSEL 
JU. The second point, to demonstrate the unique strength and added value compared to other European initiatives, 
is discussed in this last concluding section 6/ of the report. We first identify what makes the ECSEL JU unique 
compared to other European initiatives, and then show how the methodologies proposed for the ECSEL JU’s impact 
assessment, are combined to capture these key strengths and demonstrate the value added. 

The unique strengths of the ECSEL JU were discussed during the internal brainstorm and interviews. Based on this, 
three main distinguishing features of the ECSEL JU were identified: 

 Unique three-party funding system; 

 Large scale of (IA) projects, bringing many industry partners together; 

 Involvement of SMEs. 

All three have a strong positive effect on building the ecosystem, one of the most important impacts of the ECSEL 
JU for Europe according to the interviewees. For each point, we discuss below how the combination of 
methodologies allows to demonstrate their value. 

 

 Unique three-party funding system 

The unique three-party funding of the ECSEL JU projects entails that Member States are strongly involved in the 
strategic aligning of the ECSEL JU and that they will also experience effects from this involvement in the programme: 

 Increased collaboration involving funding from countries with different national strategic objectives; 

 Leverage effect in funding, e.g. attracting funding from regions, additional investments by industry; 

 The additional investments by industry can also bring a Member State closer to its R&D&I targets in terms of 
industry investments; 

 Longer term roadmap thinking; 

 etc. 

The qualitative case-by-case approach described in section 5.2 will directly demonstrate the added value of this 
approach for Member States. In particular, the leverage effect of attracting additional private, national and regional 
budgets to (development in) the sector will be instrumental to demonstrate the unique value added of the three-
party funding. 

From the interviews, the joint efforts of Member States, industry and the EU, as well as their strategic discussions 
under the umbrella of the ECSEL JU, are expected to also have an aligning effect of strategies. Better aligned 
strategies at all levels will result in a strong sector and ecosystem. The first is addressed in section 5.3 on the 
economic impact of the enabling technologies. The strength (employment numbers) of the sector is mapped as 
starting point for further calculations. The ecosystem is analysed in the network analysis proposed in section 5.2. 
Growth of the ecosystem and increased number of players – among which in particular SMEs – are an indication of 
the stronger attractiveness of this ecosystem in Europe. Both can be further complemented with illustrations from 
survey/interviews (e.g. location decisions, concrete examples of alignment between Member States). 

 

 Large scale of (IA) projects, bringing many industry partners together 

A unique characteristic of the ECSEL JU projects is the large scale of the projects. Interviewees indicate that this 
scale is in line with the specific needs of the sector, and therefore very valuable. It is expected that this will be to 
the benefit of the direct outcomes of projects and the indirect effects on other sectors.  There is no other programme 
with this scale so far, so it is interesting to emphasise this feature of the ECSEL JU programme.  
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The large scale of the projects is taken into account at different levels, by cross-analysing data with the type of 

projects or size of the consortia: 

 The analysis of the technological impact at the participant level will zoom in on the effects of collaboration in 
the different types of projects, and different types of consortia. The large scale of the ECSEL JU projects is 
mentioned to generate stronger or additional effects in terms of strategic alignment (standardization), 
innovation pace, synergies across application domains, networking, exchange in the pre-competitive stage, etc. 
Explicitly looking into this dimension in the analysis and cross-analysing for different characteristics will allow 
demonstrating the added value of the large scale projects. 

 A strong ecosystem is expected as a direct consequence of the large consortia involving both competitors and 
users, as well as RTOs and knowledge centres. The analysis of the catalytic impact will thus highlight this impact, 
and in particular the evolution in the ecosystem and how it relates to the consortia formed in the ECSEL JU 
projects. 

 

 Involvement of SMEs 

The involvement of SMEs is the third key feature that is reported by the interviewees. SMEs can either bring unique 

technologies into the consortium, or can be included from the users perspective. Across the different methodologies, 
SME involvement is an important factor in the analysis:  

 In the analysis of the technological impact at participant level, the group of SMEs can be analysed separately 
and compared to the other groups to identify specific characteristics or effects of their participation. Also, at 
project level, it is worthwhile to research whether there are differences in terms of effects when the project 
includes (more) SMEs. 

 The network analysis will highlight the involvement of SMEs in the ECSEL JU projects, and more generally in 
the ecosystem. This analysis further allows to identify the role(s) of SMEs in the networks, the strength of their 
involvement, the evolution over time, etc. 

 In the case studies and interviews, the role of SMEs can be further illustrated, also for e.g. societal impact or 
effects at Member State level. 

 

As a result of this pre-study and feasibility study, the hierarchy of objectives and complete chain of impacts of the 
ECSEL JU were developed. The impacts that are the most relevant in terms of frequency, magnitude and/or relation 
to the objectives of the ECSEL JU were identified and resulted in a selection of key elements for the envisaged 

impact study. One recommendation is to focus an impact assessment of the ECSEL JU primarily on these elements 
because they are relevant in terms of frequency and magnitude, and demonstrate the contribution to the realisation 
of the ECSEL JU objectives. Starting with quantitative methodologies, and completing these with qualitative 
methodologies, we have further recommended a number of options for each element of the ECSEL JU’s impact 
analysis. Feasibility is taken into account in the selection of methodologies. The combination of the proposed 
methodologies will not only capture the key impacts and demonstrate the contribution to the realisation of the 
objectives, but also highlight the key strength of the ECSEL JU throughout the impact assessment. 
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1/ Conceptual framework for the strategic prestudy: logic model 

In the strategic prestudy, the framework of the logic model is used to structure the study. The concepts in this 
model and their interrelation are explained in this Annex12 as background to the main report.  

1.1. Definitions  

Logic model 

A logic model is a tool to evaluate the effectiveness of a project or programme. It visualises the logical and/or 
causal relationships between the expected effects, going from inputs to actions, outputs, effects and impacts of the 
project or programme. A logic model also structures how these expected effects relate to the hierarchy of objectives 
(i.e. strategic objectives reflecting the mission – operational objectives– project or cluster-level objectives). The 
logic model and the interrelation between the different concepts is shown in Figure 1 below.  

Generally, the analysis of the project/programme logic also takes into account the context in which the 
project/programme has been launched, the needs or challenges to be addressed and the nature of inputs and 

activities13. 

Figure 1:  Logic model 

 

Source:  IDEA Consult 

Strategic objectives 

Strategic objectives are long-term goals that reflect the mission of the program. They are general in nature and 
are expressed in terms of wider long term impacts. 

                                                      

12  Based on: 

 European Commission, SWD (2017) 350, Better Regulation Guidelines, Chapter III – Guidelines on Impact Assessment 

 European Commission, Working document ‘Methodological approach for intervention logic and indicators’, EC External 
Services Evaluation Unit 

 European Commission, DG International Cooperation and Development, Evaluation methodological approach 

 OECD, 2010, Evaluation of Development Programmes: Glossary of Key Terms in Evaluation and Results Based 
Management 

13  European Commission, DG International Cooperation and Development, Evaluation methodological approach. 
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Operational objectives 

Operational objectives are short to medium-term goals that are set in order to reach the long-term strategic 
objectives. Meeting (a combination of) operational objectives in the short run will, according to the logic model, 
lead to the realisation of (one of the) strategic objectives in the long run. Operational objectives are more specific 
in nature. 

Project or cluster-level objectives 

Project or cluster-level objectives are short-term and directly related to a specific project. Meeting (a combination 
of) project or cluster-level objectives in the short run will, according to the logic model, lead to the realisation of 
(one of the) operational objectives in the short to medium run. Project or cluster-level objectives are thus very 
specific in nature and their realisation is a first step towards the realisation of concrete output. 

Input 

Input refers to the resources invested in the projects and program to realise the project or cluster-level objectives 
(e.g. budgets, equipment, human capital, etc.). 

Actions 

Actions are the concrete steps and activities undertaken by the organisation or programme through which inputs, 
such as funds, technical assistance and other types of resources are mobilised to produce specific outputs. 

Outputs 

Outputs are the immediate result of the actions taken. These are very concrete and direct results (e.g. the launching 
of new products or services) that take place in the short run.  

Effects 

Effects are results in the short to medium run and at the level of the operational objectives. They are still relatively 
concrete in nature as they reflect the specific character of the operational objectives. Effects can be the result of a 
combination of actions and outputs. 

Impacts 

Impacts are results in the long run and at the level of the strategic objectives. They are less concrete in nature as 
they reflect the general character of the strategic objectives. They include both direct and indirect results, intended 
and non-intended results. Impact is the result of a combination of effects (and outputs and actions). 

 

The relation between actions, outputs, effects and impacts, is presented in Figure 2. It visualises that actions and 
outputs are concrete, while effects and impacts are often more general and build upon a combination of concrete 
outputs.  

Figure 2:  Illustration of a chain of impacts and the underlying logic relationships 

 

Source:  IDEA Consult based on 
http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/how/evaluation/methodology/impact_indicators/wp_meth_en.pdf  

http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/how/evaluation/methodology/impact_indicators/wp_meth_en.pdf
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Application of the theory in this study 

In sum, the logic model is a conceptual framework that is generally accepted as a tool to structure impact 
assessments and evaluations. To answer the ECSEL JU’s question of what to include in an impact assessment and 
how to measure the impact, the strategic prestudy therefore started with the development of a logic model for the 
ECSEL JU that structures the strategic and operational aspects of its functioning which lead to short and long-term 
outputs, effects and impacts. The logic model was based on desk research and discussion with the ECSEL JU. 12 
telephone interviews with participating companies, Member State representatives and the ECSEL JU programme 
officers have helped to further complete the hierarchy of objectives and impacts of the ECSEL JU. The resulting 
hierarchy of objectives is described in section 2/ of the report, the chain of impacts in section 3.1. The context, 
challenges and nature of the activities are also taken into account in the development of the logic model. These 
are summarised in section 1/. 

1.2. Dimensions 

Within the logic model of objectives and results, a number of dimensions are generally identified that will need to 

be addressed in an impact assessment14: 

 Expected magnitude, likelihood and frequency of the results (e.g. results that are more likely to occur, or 
that have a large impact if they occur, are important to (try to) measure – this also relates to the principle 
of proportionality as explained below); 

 Target group, stakeholders or regions affected (e.g. the participants, the ecosystem, the European economy, 
the broader society, etc.); 

 Nature: 

 Broad/general nature (e.g. economic, social, environmental, catalytic15, etc.); 

 Specific nature (e.g. costs, gains in market efficiency, competitiveness, innovation, impact on health 
or CO2 emission, quality of education and training, employment and skills, social inclusion, etc.); 

 Relation with the project or programme: direct impacts are those directly generated by a project or 
programme. Indirect (or second-round) impacts arise as a result of the (behavioural) changes prompted by 
the direct impacts and often affect third parties and can be just as significant as direct impacts.  

As the EC Better Regulation Guidelines state: “While all of the above classifications are useful in principle, each 
analysis should use the categories that are most appropriate for the initiative at hand. Importantly, the IA report 
should always be transparent about the methodological choices made to assess impacts, the underlying reasons 
particularly where non-standard approaches are deployed.” 

To make the choice of impacts to be included in an in-depth impact assessment, one should take into account their 
expected magnitude, their relevance (e.g. for specific stakeholders) and their importance in view of the objectives 
of the project or programme. 

 

                                                      

14  The list is based on the EC Better Regulation Guidelines. 

15  Catalytic impact refers to an accelerating effect of interactions outside the ECSEL JU, which is initiated by activities of the 
ECSEL JU. 
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Application of the theory in this study 

In the strategic prestudy for the ECSEL JU, the brainstorm session and 12 telephone interviews have shed light on 
the magnitude, relevance and importance of the expected impacts of the ECSEL JU. Based on this information, a 
(proposal for a) short list of impacts was derived as a recommendation for focus in the impact assessment of the 
ECSEL JU. This list is discussed in section 3.1 of the report. 

Also during the brainstorm and interviews, the classifications that are relevant in this context were identified to be 
the timing of the impacts, the stakeholders affected, the nature of the impacts and their relation to the ECSEL JU 
projects. This is why we have dedicated sections 3.2 to 3.53.4 to the discussion of these different dimensions and 

of how they affect the scope and methodologies for the ECSEL JU impact assessment.  

 

The EC Better Regulation Guidelines also emphasise that impacts are to be assessed both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. They recognise that quantification is not always feasible, but nevertheless express the expectation 
that efforts are made to quantify impacts whenever possible and proportionate.  

Application of the theory in this study 

In developing the methodology mix for a balanced impact assessment for the ECSEL JU, we have followed this 
same approach. In order to quantify effects as much as possible, we first focused on identifying quantitative 
methodologies. Priority was given to methodologies that use macro-level data, which have the advantage to 
minimise the burden on stakeholders or participants and to provide aggregate quantitative results in terms of 
employment, turnover or added value creation. When no macro-level data were available, we turned to micro-level 
data, e.g. project data or data available at the participants. Methodologies based on micro-data still allow for 
quantification of the effects but sometimes need strong attribution and validation procedures before comparison or 
aggregation is possible. Finally, qualitative methods were looked into for validation, for complementing the findings 
from quantification, or when quantification is not possible. The latter is the case when the effects are too broad 
and diverse to bring them under one heading. Compared to a macro-level quantification, a qualitative approach 
usually entails contact with participants or stakeholders and thus offers the possibility to validate the findings and 
explicitly check the attribution to the ECSEL JU. Data availability (for quantification of impacts) and feasibility are 
discussed in section 4/ of this report and the methodology mix is presented in section 5/. 


